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In My Hand 
2 Corinthians 4:5-7 

Jeremiah 18:1-6 
 

So the other day I was, like, listening to some, like, teenagers talking in my 9th grade Algebra 
class and they're, like, using the word "like", like, all the time.  Maybe you have encountered this 
teenager lingo and it may drive you like a little crazy. 
 

Why does it seem like teenagers use the word like, like all the time?  You might think it to be 
some new phenomenon.  But in reality, the usage of this type of terminology called a discourse 
particle isn’t new at all.  Memory and research shows the usage of a discourse particle in language is 
quite common and it is not some hormonally induced adolescent speech impediment.     
 

Us older folks just use different words to do the exact same thing.   We use words like “well” 
and “you know,” and the more famously aggravating word…. Ummm.  For example, "Well, umm. let 
me tell you a story from the book of Jeremiah. Well, ya know it is a very ummm, beautiful story about 
the sovereignty of God."  It’s like, ya know, the best story you’ve ever heard in your life. 
 

The word LIKE is no stranger to scripture and is used in the more familiar way in making an 
analogy, which is a literary technique to compare two things using a logical argument.  When 
speaking to Jeremiah, God declares, “Like clay in the hand of the potter, so are you in my hand.” 
 

The concepts of potter and clay in scripture gives us one of the most impressive, and awe-
inspiring pictures of the Sovereignty of God over both humans and history, and shows us vividly the 
effect of God’s constant, loving, artist's hand upon our lives. 
 

The Bible is clear that being human is being like clay, a byproduct of soil and water.  There is a 
very common phrase used at most funerals as one stands by the casket before it is lowered into the 
ground - “earth to earth; ashes to ashes, dust to dust,” a phrase which is not actually in the Bible but 
comes from a passage in Genesis which says “By the sweat of your brow you will eat your food until 
you return to the ground, since from it you were taken; for dust you are and to dust you will return.”  
We are like clay, perhaps pliable or tough to manage, or being marred and imperfect.  

 
As Jeremiah watched the spinning wheel and the potter working diligently on his creation, it 

became clear that at one point the potter was not pleased with what was happening to the clay.  
 

I sometimes wonder if this is how God views the world, as a jar not quite up to par with his 
hopes.  If we look at the world through a telescope, it is a truly beautiful place, seen by astronauts for 
decades.  Willie McCool, the pilot of Space Shuttle Columbia mission STS-107 said, “The colors are 
stunning. In a single view, I see - looking out at the edge of the earth: red at the horizon line, blending 
to orange and yellow, followed by a thin white line, then light blue, gradually turning to dark blue and 
various gradually darker shades of gray, then black and a million stars above. It's breathtaking.” 
 
 

But if we examine the earth through a microscope as many agnostic and atheists do, our world 
is a really messed up place that could easily toy with our understanding of God’s sovereignty.  After 
all, God’s sovereignty simply proclaims that God is in control of this world.  And if that is true, is this 
the creation God intended it to be with so much hatred, war, poverty, starvation, and death that can 
be seen at every turn of the eye?   
 

To be a little more specific and perhaps narcissistic, are we the people of Riverside 
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Presbyterian the people God intended us to be?  And to get even more personal, are you and am I, 
the people God intended us to be?  
 
 

A part of me wants to go Joel Osteen all over you right now.  Give you positive affirming 
thoughts so we can all leave today feeling good about ourselves.  But the other part, maybe the 
theologian part, wants to linger here for just a moment. 
 

Please don’t get me wrong – you know I love Joel Osteen sermons.  I love his preaching style 
and his uplifting messages.  Yet, often his platitudes don’t reflect reality.  They proclaim our hopes 
and dreams about what can be, not about what is.  To have fun with some alliteration, he perpetuates 
the positive that often fails to penetrate the hearts or perishing people.  I’ve long lived by the adage 
that “God don’t make junk”, adhering to the concept that I am exactly the way God created me to be.  
However, in the depths of my heart, I know I am nowhere near the person God wants me to be.  It 
certainly is a conundrum for us religious folk. 
 

What did Jeremiah learn while visiting the potter?  What can we take away from his visit?  First 
there was the clay. And Jeremiah knew, as he watched the potter shaping and molding the clay - that 
he was looking at a picture of himself, and of every person, and of every nation.  It’s clear to see, we 
are the clay and the Potter is our God, having control and design rights over all creation.  This 
imagery of potter and clay is substantiated throughout the Bible both in Isaiah and Zechariah as well 
as in the New Testament in Romans 9, where Paul reminds us again that God is the Potter and we 
are the clay, a worthwhile work in progress.  
 

Jeremiah also saw the potter’s wheel constantly turning, bringing the clay against the potter's 
hand. Historically, the wheel is seen as the ever-changing and challenging circumstances of our lives.   
As we are being shaped and molded by the Great Potter, it is the circumstances we face, which bring 
us again and again under the potter's hand, under the pressure of the molding fingers, so that he 
shapes the vessel according to his will, not according to our own. 
 

The difficulties we face in life can often lead us to doubt the potter’s ability to shape us into 
anything useful.  Too often the circumstances we face are just too overwhelming and we simply 
perceive that God has abandoned this ol’ piece of clay and just cast us off for another.  When we 
begin to feel this way, we reluctantly peek into the microscope of life that magnifies the problems we 
are experiencing, exposes the flaws we never even knew we had, and exacerbates the unworthiness 
we feel.  Our faith gets beaten down to a pulp and our doubts raise the victory flag.  We too often 
miss the hope Jeremiah delivers as seen in the fact that the potter simply doesn’t give up on the clay.  
He reworks it into something worthy and beautiful.  In the same way, God can rework us, God will 
continue to work on us or as Paul says, in Philippians 1:6, being confident of this, that he who began 
a good work in you will carry it on to completion until the day of Christ Jesus. 
 
 

You may have heard the phrase - “Without faith it is impossible to please God.”   Here lies one 
difference between a non-believer and a Christian.  The atheist attempts to use human logic and 
microscopes to view the world and takes into account only the things that can be seen and 
experienced or logically reasoned.  To this I say, Yes, a loving God is totally unreasonable.  In 
contrast, the Christian uses faith to believe in what the book of Hebrews says are things hoped for 
and to see things that to put it bluntly, cannot be seen.  Paul writes in 2 Cor 4:18, “While we look not 
at the things which are seen, but we look at the things which are not seen: for the things which are 
seen are temporal; but the things which are not seen are eternal."   
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 Faith is about seeing the spiritual things of life, invisible things like hope and love and the 

Spirit of God who dwells within us.  Faith is holding onto the concept that God doesn’t cast us aside 
whenever we perceive our lives to be in shambles, or when we conclude that our lives just don’t 
measure up to our own lofty standards.  The good news is our God continues to work on us until he 
determines that his masterpiece is complete.  Faith is choosing to believe that no matter what life 
brings our way, no matter the negative experiences we face, we rest assured and hold onto the good 
news that in Jesus Christ, nothing can get me or you out of God’s hands. 
  


